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Today's aggressively competitive networking market requires offering the maximum range of services using prevailing assets, not building bigger, more complicated networks, but smarter, more scalable infrastructures. It isn't an easy thing to do.
    The challenge is to develop an existing network so as to maximise its profitability. A multi-vendor approach to the subject is necessary, since existing infrastructure is rarely homogeneous. Discussion cannot merely be rooted in theory, but has to bring to the fore actual designs and real development.    

    Guy Davies's invaluable reference tool is the product of many years' experience in designing and developing real scalable systems for both service providers and enterprise networks. It is a comprehensive demonstration of how to build scalable networks, the pitfalls to avoid, and a compilation of the most successful mechanisms available for engineers building and operating IP networks.    

    Designing and Developing Scalable IP Networks:     

	Documents practical scaling mechanisms for both service providers and enterprise networks using illustrative real world configuration examples.     
	Recommends policy choices and explains them in the context of the commercial environment.     
	Provides a reference for engineers building and migrating networks based on the author's familiarity with both Juniper Networks' components and Cisco Systems' routers.     
	Is founded on the author’s experience working with large networks in the USA and Europe, as well as Asia Pacific.
        

    


This incomparable reference to scaling networks is suitable for network designers, architects, engineers and managers. It will also be an authoritative guide for technically aware sales and marketing staff and service engineers. It is a valuable resource for graduate and final year computing and communications engineering students and for engineers studying for both the JNCIE and CCIE examinations.     

       About the Author
   
Guy Davies has worked as an IP Architect for Telindus, a network integrator in the UK, for four years. While at Telindus, he has been involved in many projects ranging from the design, implementation and operation of customers’ core IP networks through to migration of ATM networks to an IP and MPLS-based infrastructure, and the design and implementation of large secured wireless networks and consultancy as well as the development of wireless rural broadband access. During this time, he has also worked as a contractor to Juniper Networks, providing engineering and consulting services both in the UK and overseas.
    
Prior to Telindus, Guy spent five years working for UUNET (and its previous incarnation in the UK, PIPEX). During his time at PIPEX and UUNET, Guy worked in a variety of engineering and management roles including systems administration, network operation and development roles. He was responsible for the design of the first pan-European MPLS core network built by UUNET.
    Guy is JNCIE #20 and is also a CCIP.
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ARM Architecture Reference ManualAddison Wesley, 2000
The ARM architecture is the industry's leading 16/32-bit embedded RISC processor solution.  ARM Powered microprocessors are  being routinely designed into a wider range of products than any other 32-bit processor.  This wide applicability is made possible by the ARM architecture, resulting in optimal system solutions at the crossroads of high...
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Networking For DummiesFor Dummies, 2007
Company just hooked you up to a network and you’re wondering what the heck you’re supposed to do with it? Tired of burning spreadsheets onto CDs just so you can share them with coworkers, and you’re wondering what it’ll take to set up a network in your organization? Been tasked with setting up a network and you don’t...
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Liquid Crystalline PolymersWorld Scientific Publishing, 2004
"Their book is a most useful resource for approaching a large literature that even a specialist needs help to assimilate. -- Professor Mark Warner, Cavendish Laboratory  Cambridge, UK

   This textbook consists of six chapters. The first chapter highlights the concept of liquid crystals, including chemical structure, phase...
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Linux+ 2005 In DepthCourse Technology PTR, 2005
“...In a future that includes competition from open source, we can expect that the eventual destiny of any software technology will be to either die or become part of the open infrastructure itself.” Eric S....
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Compilation and Synthesis for Embedded Reconfigurable Systems: An Aspect-Oriented ApproachSpringer, 2013

	This book provides techniques to tackle the design challenges raised by the increasing diversity and complexity of emerging, heterogeneous architectures for embedded systems. It describes an approach based on techniques from software engineering called aspect-oriented programming, which allow designers to control today’s sophisticated...
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Computational Geometry in C Second Edition (Cambridge Tracts in Theoretical Computer Science (Paperback))Cambridge University Press, 1998

	This is the newly revised and expanded edition of the popular introduction to the design and implementation of geometry algorithms arising in areas such as computer graphics, robotics, and engineering design. The second edition contains material on several new topics, such as randomized algorithms for polygon triangulation, planar point...
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